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STATEMENT - OSCE

On Thursday 14 August 2014, CPC Director Adam Kobieracki, informed the OSCE 
Permanent Council in Vienna that the OSCE will deploy unarmed and unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAVs) to the OSCE Special Monitoring Mission to Ukraine (SMM); 

 The UAVs will complement the efforts by the monitors from the Special Monitoring Mission 
to Ukraine on the ground who are tasked to gather information, report on the security 
situation and establish and reports facts to specific incidents; 

The UAVs will be primarily used for border monitoring, and monitoring of the cease-fire; 

 This technology will allow the OSCE to monitor larger areas and to gather real time 
information even in an insecure environment. It is intended to support, but not to replace 
OSCE monitors on the ground; 

A contract with an Austrian company Schiebel selected by the OSCE in a competitive 
bidding process to provide such services was signed on Wednesday 13 August; 

The deployment of the UAVs to Ukraine is expected to take place around late September/
beginning October following the conclusion of all technical and operational preparations; 

The unarmed and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is a rotary wing, vertical take-off and 
landing S-100. The payload of the UAV will include a video camera and a radar; 

The Camcopter is not weaponized and will never be weaponized. It was designed and built 
as a platform for reconnaissance and monitoring only; 

Schiebel will provide a minimum of two UAVs together with a control station plus six 
operators and three maintainers; 

The data collected by the UAVs will be immediately available in real-time to the SMM, 
which will have monitors working alongside the Schiebel operators in an integrated team. 
The information gathered will be used to complement the reporting of the Mission. The Chief 
Monitor might decide to disclose selected images received from the UAV to the OSCE 
Chairmanship, Permanent Council (decision-making body comprising representatives of all 
57 participating States) and/or the public to underscore observations made in SMM reports. 


